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D production by charge transfer of 0.3-10-kev D+, D', and D in cesium-, rubidium-, and
sodium-vapor targets
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Equilibrium charge-state fractions for 0.3-10-keV D ions and atoms in cesium-, rubidium-, and sodium-vapor

targets are reported. The D yield from charge transfer in a thick cesium-vapor target exceeds 30 percent at energies
below 800 eV. The high D yield in cesium vapor is consistent with recent calculations of the cross sections cr, and

cr o at low energies; at energies above 2.5 keV, the D yield is consistent with our measurements of oo and cr,.
The D yield from charge transfer in rubidium vapor is similar to that for cesium vapor. For sodium vapor,
however, there is a broad maximum of about 10 percent D yield at about 3 keV, with slight structure at lower

energies, implying structure in one of the charge-transfer cross sections.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electron capture and loss between a fast projec-
tile and a target atom or molecule has been exten-
sively studied and is fairly well understood both
experimentally and theoretically for a wide range
of systems. Systems involving energetic hydrogen
beams interacting with alkali-metal vapors have,
however, not yielded consistent results between
the various experiments reported in the literature,
and theoretical models have done very little to re-
solve these discrepancies.

Many studies are now underway to find methods
for producing intense, high-energy, negative hy-
drogen beams (particularly D beams) for use in
heating large fusion plasmas (via neutralized D
beams}."Some of these studies involve the pro-
cess of muliple charge transfer of relatively low-
energy deuterium beams in metal-vapor targets
to produce D ions which are subsequently ac-
celerated and neutralized to produce high-energy
neutral beams.

We have measured the equilibrium fractions F,",
Fp and F"ofthe total fast de ute rium beam whi ch
emerges from vapor targets of sodium, rubidium,
and cesium. The incident beams were D', D', and D
inthe energy range 300eVto 10keV. We measured
the cross sections vp and o p in cesium vapor in
the energy range 2.5-10 keV. We have also made
a few measurements for D," and D', incident on
cesium and sodium vapors.

Negative-ion sources are generally of two types.
The simplest is direct extraction from a plasma
where the ions may be produced in the plasma it-
self or on a metallic (often cesium-coated) sur-
face. ' " A principal drawback of this method is
that it is necessary to suppress electrons while
extracting the negative ions. This type of source
is often used in cyclotrons, for example, where
the magnetic field separates the electrons from

D (01s }+X-D + ~ ~ ~

and o p describes the process

D +X-D (nl}+' '

(o ), (1)

(2)

The fraction of the total beam leaving the tar-

the negative-ion beam so they can be skimmed off
before they consume much power.

The other type of negative-ion source extracts
positive ions from the plasma at low energy; these
ions are converted to negative ions by a subse-
quent collision in a gas or metal-vapor target' "
before being further accelerated. The disadvan-
tage of this type of source is the lowered intensity
due to space-charge effects, scattering, or small
electron-capture cross sections at energies high
enough to overcome the first two effects. This
type of source is often employed in tandem accele-
rators. A similar method is also employed in
certain polarized D sources. "

The earliest report of a large D yield by charge
transfer in a metal vapor was by Drake and Krot-
kov, "who remarked in 1966 that as much as 25
percent of 1-keV D' could be converted to D in a
thick cesium-vapor target. D formation in metal
vapors has been extensively studied since then. "
These measurements in cesium vapor are sum-
marized in Table I.' ' Qne earlier experiment"
and preliminary results from the present experi-
ment' '6 are the only F",. measurements previously
reported for D or H in rubidium vapor. Previous
results for sodium-vapor targets are summarized
in Table II.' '~'~ ' Calculated as well as
measured cross sections, v~ and 0 „ for hydrogen
and deuterium in cesium vapor have previously
been reported by several authors. """"'~"

The cross section for a particle in charge state j
which changes to charge state k in a single colli-
sion is represented by o~, . For deuterium collid-
ing with a target X, cr~ describes the process
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TABLE I. Summary of measurements of equilibrium yields and optimum conversion effi-
ciencies for deuterium ions and atoms in cesium vapor.

Author

Bohlen et al. (1968)

Gruebler et al. (1969,1970)

Schlachter et aL. (1969)

Khirnyi and Kochemasova (1970)

Meyer and Anderson (1975)

Cisneros et al. (1976)

Agafonov et al. (1976)

Girnius et al. (1977)

Girnius et al. (1977)

Schlachter et al. (1977, 1979, and
present publication)

Reference

15

16,17

18

19

20

21

22

24

14, 25
26

Measured

Opt Opt Opt
s 1p

F+, Fp, F
OPt

F
F

opt

Fp

F+, Fp, F

D energy range (keVj

1-4
2-40

1-40

0.4-12

1.5-11.5
0.5-2.5
0.3-12

1-6
60-400

0.3-10

Nagata (1979)

Nagata (unpublished)

Meyer (unpublished)

Agafonov et al. (1980)

' Also 3-23-keV D2 incident.

27

28

29

30

F
OPt

1.5-10
2-10

0.2-2

0.2-12

get in charge state f is represented by F, (s},
where w is the line density or target thickness.
For number density n and path length l:

n = n(x}dx.
0

The equilibrium yield of atoms or ions in- charge
state i is denoted by F,", which is independent of w.

F)"= lim F, (s} . (4)

Many experimenters measure q, (w) rather than

F, (m), where q,. is the charge-state fraction rela-
tive to the incident beam. E&" is independent of
target geometry, while q, (s) depends on target
geometry; q, (w) exhibits a maximum (q,'~') and goes
to 0 as s goes to infinity. This is further dis-
cussed in the Appendix.

We assume that the charge-state fraction, F&(s),
is a function only of x and of the incident species:
F, (s) is the same for any combination of n and l

giving the same ~, and for any incident beam in-
tensity in the range we considered. This implies

TABLE II. Summary of measurements of equilibrium yields and conversion efficiencies for
deuterium iona and atoms in sodium vapor.

Author

D'yachkov and Zinenko (1968)

D'yachkov et al. (1972)

Gruebler et al. (1969, 1970)

Dimov and Roslyakov (1974)

Schlachter et al. (1979) and
present publication

Nagata (1979)

Nagata (unpublished)

Anderson et al. (1979)

Agafonov et al. (1980)

Reference

31

32

16, 17

33

26

27

28

34

30

Measured

Fp, F

~Op ~Opt ~
OPf

F+, Fp, F

F~, Fp, F

~os

D energy range (keV)

15-40

3-20

2-40

1.2-20

0.3-10

1.5-10

1.5-10

2-50

0.2-12
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either that beam and target excitation are neglig-
ible, or that beam and target excitation do not
affect the results.

All results referred to will be for deuterium
atoms and ions unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Over our energy range cross sections and yields
measured with hydrogen and deuterium projectiles
at the same velocity have been found to be the
same;~ therefore results for H projectiles will
be treated as if the experiment had been performed
using D, but at twice the energy.

Some preliminary results 'have been reported in
conference proceedings, ' "~ including a summary
of cross sections and equilibrium yields in metal
vapors up to 1977.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

A. General method

A fast ion or atom beam traversed a recirculat-
ing metal-vapor target of variable thickness. The
beam after the target was analyzed in an electric
field to determine the D', D', and D charge-state
fractions. An overall view of the apparatus is
shown in Fig. 1. The geometries required for
cross section and for equilibrium-yield measure-
ments are described in detail below.

lens, then steered and 100 percent square-wave
modulated at a 50 percent duty cycle by transverse
electric fields. The modulated beam was required
for the neutral-atom detection. Frequencies be-
tween 0.28 and 4.65 Hz were used.

Some measurements required an incident D~

beam, which was produced from D+ or D beams
in an argon gas cell located ahead of the target.
A transverse electric field was used after the gas
cell to remove remaining ions.

Two different experiments required the incident
beam to be collimated. The geometries we used
are shown schematically in Fig. 2. Geometry Ib
was used to test the effects of incident-beam col-
limation on equilibrium-yield measurements. We

used geometry II for cross-section measurements,
and Ic and IIa for some equilibrium-yield measure-
ments. Argon gas in the gas cell produced D' from
incident D' or D, with remaining ions removed by
the deflection plates. Collimator C„0.75-mm
diameter, served as a gas-flow impedance (there
were pumps located upbeam of C, and between C,
and C,}.

C. Target and analyzer

The recirculating metal-vapor (heat pipe) tar-
get~ 4' is shown in Fig. 3. A wick lining the tar-

Gas
ce II Valve Target Analyzer

IQ cm

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the apparatus. A

momentum-selected beam was incident from the left.
A voltage applied to the first set of deflection plates
swept the charged components from the beam when a
D beam, produced in the gas cell, was desired.

B. Beam preparation

The ionbeam of interest, i.e. , D', D,', D, , or D was
directly extracted at full acceleration potential
from one of two duoplasmatron ion sources. "
The ion energy in this type of ion source is very
nearly determined by the acceleration potential,
which was regulated and measured with an uncer-
tainty of less than 0.1 percent using a precision
voltage divider. The difference between the posi-
tive and the negative-ion source is that an off-
axis extractor is used in the negative-ion source,
which limits the extracted electron current. The
D+ or D current on target was 1-30 nA.

The extracted beam was focused in an Einzel

(Equi%brium yield)

Cool Hot Cool
r

Cg Cp
I

(Equilibrium yield test) Cg

(Equi%'br i um c
yield test)

I

(Equi%'bri um
yield)

Ic I

(Cross
C C C

g section), 6
i L

I I

I

c4

C4

C4

cg

cp

Cp
I

(Cross section test
8 equilibrium

yield) Cp I

IIa
Gas cell 'Deflection

Beam plates

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of various configurations
of the metal-vapor target and beamline showing collima-
tion of incident beam and limiting apertures for scattered
beam. The elements labeled Cg-Cs indicate the positions
of apertures for each configuration. Two 0.51-mm-
diameter apertures (Cg and C4) separated by 9.5 cm
collimated the beam for cross-section measurements,
while Cs and Cs (0.76 mm) served as pumping imped-
ences. C3 and C2 (2.8 and 7.9 mm) limited the exit di-
vergence for equilibrium measurements (separation,
9.2 cm). Some equilibrium measurements were made
using geometries Ic and IIa.
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get" wall returns most escaping atoms to the cen-
tral reservoir zone containing the l.iquid metal.
The temperature of the center portion was con;
trolled by a rapidly circulating hot oil bath" (up to
350 'C) or a quartz-lamp furnace for higher tem-
peratures. The ends of the tube away from the
central portion were maintained just above the
melting point of the target material (e.g. , 31 'C for
cesium) by another circulating oil system. The
entire assembly was made of 304 stainless steel
except for the vacuum gaskets which were of oxy-
gen-free copper. "

The target density was variable from a few times
10"atoms/cm' to greater than 1 x 10'" atoms/cm, '
which was inferred by the use of vapor-pressure
tables" from the temperature as measured by a
chromel-alumel thermocouple located in a well in
the target. Overall length of the target was 25.4
cm; the length of the hot central zone was 3.8 cm;
the inner diameter was 0.95 cm.

7he beam leaving the target was analyzed by a
transverse electric field. The analyzer was as
closely coupled to the target as possible in order
to measure divergent beams. The positive and
negative beams were deflected electrostatically
into magnetically suppressed Faraday cups while
the neutral beam was collected on the front face of
a pyroelectric detector. The front of each Faraday
cup was approximately 14.5 cm from the target
exit, and the front face of the neutral-atom detec-
tor about 11.4 cm from the target exit. Calcula-
tions of ion trajectories were used to suitably
position the electric-field deflection plates. Cal-
culations of electric-field penetration into the
target showed that the electric field did not per-
turb ion trajectories inside the target.

D. Beam detection and data acquisition

The charged particles were collected on a pair
of 2.8-cm diameter shielded Faraday cups with

Scale in centimeters

FIG. 3. Metal-vapor target, showing the relative posi-
tions of the oven and liquid-metal-recovery components.
Dimensions are in cm.
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FIG. 4. Calibration constant, K, of the pyroelectric
neutral-beam detector, as a function of beam energy E.
These data are for G1500 ceramic at 2.27-Hz modula-
tion frequency.

transverse magnetic fields to suppress secondary-
electron emission. The resulting current was
measured on a pair of sensitive electrometers
which were periodically calibrated using a con-
stant-current source. The magnetic suppression
of the Faraday cups was checked by applying posi-
tive bias to the cups in order to electrostatically
suppress secondary electrons; the current was
unchanged to within the reading accuracy (& 1 per-
cent).

The neutral-particle detector was a pyroelec-
tric" "lead-zirconate-titanate ceramic discM
with a thin silver coating on each face." The
front face was grounded and the signal was taken
from a shielded connection at the back. In the
absence of any current drain, the voltage at the
back was proportional to the temperature of the
device. " The discs we used were 2.5-cm diam-
eter and 1.25-mm thick, and had a capacitance of- 50 p,f. Since the beam was chopped, an ac vol-
tage was developed which was detected with a
lack-in amplifier having 10'-ohm inst impedance.
This system developed about 10 V per watt at 1 Hz
and allowed us to measure beams as small as 10 '
watts (e.g. , 10 "ampere at 1 keV).

Since the neutral detector is not sensitive to
electric chirge it was a simple matter to calibrate
it with the ion beam. The response of the ceramic
was measured before and after each run. The
neutral-detector sensitivity K, is the pyroelectric
voltage divided by the total beam current incident
on it (measured by a Faraday cup) and divided by
the beam energy. A series of measurements of
the detector sensitivity X, made over a period of
months at different energies, is shown in Fig. 4.
This series of measurements corresponds to the
E, measurements in rubidium, all of which were
made with Gulton G1500 pyroelectric-ceramic
material, with 100 percent modulation of the beam
at 2.27 Hz. The lack of energy dependence indi-
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E. Geometric considerations and scattering

The requirements on target geometry are dif-
ferent for measuring cross sections and for mea-
suring equilibrium yields. The basic geometric
considerations are shown in Fig. 5. For equili-
brium-yield measurements we assumed that
nearly all the particles had undergone several
scattering and charge-changing collisions, so that
the profile of each charge species taken at the
exit of the target would show the same distribu-

25.4 mm diamEquilibrium yield (I)
Target

C3 C21,. I„,.

jl

Cool Hot, Cool'2.8
(a)

mm mm
diam diam

Cross sections (IIj
Deflection

plates&
Gas cell c Target

C6 0.30'
Beaml ~p"

I P I

0.76 0.51

diam diam mm Caal
76. diam

i 43

Cool

(b)
mm

diam
Et
E(

5cm

Detector

FIG. 5. Details of collimation and scattering geome-
try. (a) shows the primary configuration for equilibrium-
yield measurements (geometry I of Fig. 2). The rays
show the maximum angle at which particles may exit the
target. (b) shows the configuration for cross-section
measurements (geometry II of Fig. 2). The rays show
the minimum angle within which all particles scattered
at the center of the oven will be detected. Particles
scattered from different locations may reach detectors
after undergoing larger-angle scattering collisions.
Note that the vertical scale is 10 times the horizontal
scale.

cates that surface charging did not occur and that
reflected energy is small. The lack of time de-
pendence (not shown) indicates long-term stability.

The method of acquiring data was to simultan-
eously integrate the output of the electrometers
and the lock-in amplifier for a period several
times longer than the instrumental time constants,
while holding the target temperature constant. This
method allowed us to filter out noise and short-
term beam drift. After sufficient time (typically 1
minute), the integration was stopped. The ratio
of the charge accumulated for each beam compo-
nent to the total gave the fraction of each compo-
nent. Since the long-term drift of the beam was
small, the total beam leaving the target compared
to the initial total beam for thin targets gave a
good measure of beam loss as a function of target
density.

tion. Because of this, we collimated the beam after
it emerged from the hot zone of the target so that
no beam particle could find its way past the exit
collimator and miss the neutral detector. Since
the Faraday cups subtend a larger solid angle
than the neutral detector, we were certain of
being able to collect an equal proportion of all.
three charge-state beams. To test that one
charge species does not have a different profile
than the others, we made some measurements
with a reduced exit aperture by inserting a 1-mm
diameter aperture after the target (C, in geometry
Ia as shown in Fig. 2). The F," results were the
same with and without C, in place. We also made
several F,"measurements with a collimated inci-
dent beam (geometry Ib in Fig. 2); the incident
beam was limited to a half-angle divergence of
0.31 '

by C4 and C„each 0.60-mm diameter sepa-
rated by 11.0 cm. The F," results were also the
same to within experimental uncertainties.

We used geometries I, Ic and IIa for most of the
F,". measurements. Geometry I has C, with
2.85-mm diameter, C, with 7.94-mm diameter, the
half-angle for scattered beam was 3.35'. Geome-
try Ic was without C„so the beam was limited by
the 9.52-mm-diameter target exit, with a half-
angle for scattered beam of 3.72'; the maximum
beam diameter on the neutral detector was 2.41
cm, the largest of any of these geometries. We
also used geometry IIa, for which C, had a diame-
ter of 3.97 mm, which limited the scattered beam
to a half-angle divergence of 3.'74'; the maximum
beam diameter on the neutral detector was 1.65
cm. We obtained the same results for F,."with
each of these geometries to within experimental
uncertainties, which we expected, since in all
cases the scattered beams were smaller than the
detectors.

For cross-section measurements, where fewer
than 10 percent of the incident particles undergo
even one charge-changing collision, the considera-
tions are more familiar. In this case, we want to
be certain that negligibly few scattering collisions
take place which result in loss of particles before
reaching the detectors. Therefore, the beam was
collimated to a small diameter with little diver-
gence before it entered the oven. The exit aper-
tures were removed to allow all particles scat-
tered within 1.4' to be collected, and most parti-
cles scattered as much as 2 to be collected. This
is shownas geometry II in Fig. 2, withdetailed scat-
tering shown in Fig. 5. Collimators C6 and C4,
0.5-mm diameter separated by 9.5 cm, limited
the incident beam to 0.30, with a maximum beam
diameter at the center of the target (with no
scattering) of 1.86 mm. This allowed an additional
scattering of 1.43' (in the worst case) to exit the
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target and be detected. (The usual method of spe-
cifying target acceptance is the half angle from
the axis at the center of the target to the target
exit, or 2.15' in our case).

The angular acceptance set a lower energy limit
for cross-section measurement for a given geome-
try. We tested our cross-section measurements
by inserting a 3.97-mm-diameter aperture C, at
the target exit (geometry IIa, effectively halving
the angular acceptance, to test for large-angle
scattering. Any cross section which changed by
more than 5 percent was rejected. We found that
neither 00 nor o 0 changed by 5 percent when

aperture C, was inserted, which is consistent, for
a~, with recent calculations by Olson"; he calcu-
lated that, for our geometry, we would collect
95 percent of the scattered beam for H' incident on
cesium down to an energy of about 0.5 keV.
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F. Measurement procedure

1. Equilibrium yields

Thick-target measuremgnts were made using the
geometry shown in Fig. 5a, or one similar (geome-
tries I, Ic, II(a) in Fig. 2} except for the test
geometries already described (I(a) and I(b) in Fig.
2}.

Before each run the incident beam (D' or D )
was slowly swept across the neutral detector and
the Faraday cups, using the analysis-plate vol-
tage, to check for uniform sensitivity of the pyro-
electric-ceramic disc, and to determine the analy-
sis voltage required to center the ion beams in

the Faraday cups. The neutral-atom detector was
then calibrated by making a series of constant-
time-interval measurements with the ion beam al-
ternately on the neutral detector and on the Fara-
day cups. Beam intensity fluctuations and noise
were sufficiently small to allow calibration to
better than 95 percent accuracy The calibration
constant was compared with previous runs made
with the same detector and frequency to discover
any detector problems which might be present
(due to target material buildup on the detector
face, for example, which would increase the
thermal response time). This same procedure
was followed after each run to recheck neutral-
detector calibration and response.

The central region of the target was then heated
while the target temperature was monitored using
a chromel-alumel thermocouple embedded in the
target reservoir (Fig. 3). The data were accumu-
lated after observing a steady temperature for
about one minute or longer.

A complete equilibrium-fraction determination
consisted of a set of these measurements at dif-
ferent target temperatures. Figures 6 and 7

FIG. 6. Charge-state fractions, E&, as a function of
cesium-target thickness, 7r, for 1-keV D' incident on
cesium vapor. Note (Figs. 6-8): Fractions shown for
r less than equilibrium are not accurate because of un-
equal collection of scattered beams; the data are shown

to illustrate the plateau in F
&

at large values of ~.
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FIG. 7. Charge-state fractions, E&, as a function of
sodium-target thickness, 7r, for 2-keV D' incident on
sodium vapor. See note in Fig. 6.

show F, (w) for I-keV D' incident on cesium vapor
and for 2-keV D+ incident on sodium vapor. Fig-
ure 6 also shows total relative beam intensity as a
function of target thickness. We found in all
measurements a plateau in the charge-state frac-
tions for temperatures sufficiently high, indicating
charge-state equilibrium. An increase in target
density by a factor as large as 5 caused no change
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FIG. 8. Charge-state fractions, F;, as a function of
cesium-target thickness, n, for 2.5-keV D (&) and 2.5-
keV D' (o) incident on cesium vapor. See note in Fig. 6.

FIG. 9. Thin-target values of F (z) for 10-keV D in-
cident on cesium vapor. These data were used to de-
termine o.

(} .

in the observed fractions. We also found, for D'
incident on cesium vapor at low energies, that
Po(w} had a broad maximum at intermediate tar-
get thicknesses, arising from the large value of

o+,(-10 "cm'}, so that the incident D' is largely
converted to D' for m

- 1-2x 10"cm ', while a
much thicker target is required for appreciable D
formation and for charge-state equilibrium.

Figure 8 shows F, (rr) for 2.5-keV D and 2. 5-keV
D' incident on cesium vapor. The asymptotic
values of the charge-state fractions are indepen-
dent of the incident-ion species.

We found it easier in some cases to fix the tar-
get temperature and vary the beam energy. We
were careful in such cases to measure the neutral-
detector response at different energies and to have
a target thickness sufficient for equilibrium at all
the energies in the range.

2. Cross sections measurements

Thin-target measurements were made using a
pre-collimated beam, as shown in Fig. 5(b)
(geometry II in Fig. 2}, and were tested using
geometry IIa in Fig. 2. The procedures were
the same as for equilibrium measurements ex-
cept that the temperatures were kept low enough
so that the incident species was attenuated by less
than 10 percent, and more care was exercised to
accurately determine the target thickness.

It was usually helpful to overheat the oven at
least once before making any measurements. In
this way sufficient target metal was distributed
throughout the oven so that vapor pressures in
equilibrium with the temperatures established
themselves rapidly throughout, giving a unique
function of n vs temperature. The other important

factor in determining m accurately was to change
target temperature in small steps, with each
change followed by a sufficient time for gradients to
adjust. We estimate that w could be repeated to
within 5 percent, whereas the absolute determina-
tion of w is only within 25 percent due to uncer-
tainty in the temperature measurement, vapor-
pressure tables, and the effective length deter-
mination of the target.

The croSs sections were determined by fitting
a straight line to the growth curves of the product
species, corrected for attenuation over ranges of
m where the attenuation of the incident specie was
less than 10 percent and where no secondary pro-
cess contributed as much as 10 percent to any
single measurement. The cross section was
determined from the slope of the growth curve
to within our statistical uncertainty (usually about
5 percent or less). Figure 9 shows thin-target
F (m} for 10-keV Do incident on cesium vapor. We

determined g~ from these data.

G. Analysis of uncertainties

The primary source of uncertainty for the equili-
brium-yield measurements is the calibration of
the neutral-atom detector. Although individual
measurements varied, we combined measurements
of the sensitivity for different energies and times
to obtain an average calibration uncertainty of
3-6 percent. The uncertainty in relative calibra-
tion of electrometer and lock-in amplifier scales
was about 3 percent. The third source of uncer-
tainty results from the statistics of the measure-
ment itself, i.e. , in obtaining the plateau value of
F,". This ranged from less than 1 percent to as
high as 10 percent, but was typically 1-4 percent.
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FIG. 10. Equilibrium yields, E and E,", for D in
cesium vapor. E," results are multiplied by 10. The
lines are shown for clarity. Yields for incident D' are
shown by o and v; yields for incident D are shown by
& and ~.
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FIG. 12. Equilibrium yields, E and E,", for D in
sodium vapor. E, results are multiplied by 10. The
lines are shown for clarity.
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FIG. 11. Equilibrium yields, E" (symbol o) and E,
(symbol v), for D in rubidium vapor. E, results are
multiplied by 10. Also shown are the E results of
Girnius et al. II'ef. 23) (labeled GAS, symbol &&). The
lines are shown for clarity.

These three sources of uncertainty were added in
quandratures to obtain the overall uncertainty for
a given series of measurements. Finally, weighted
averages were calculated for all equivalent equili-
brium measurements, between two and five mea-
surements for each energy and target, to obtain
the results shown in Figs. 10-12 and in Table III.
Uncertainties in I "- are typically 3-5 percent;
uncertainties in I+ are larger because of smaller
signal. levels.

The same considerations as above apply to the
relative cross-section measurements. Absolute
uncertainty must also include the uncertainty in
the effective length of the hot portion of the tar-
get, the temperature measurement, and the vapor-
pressure data. For low-temperature cesium
vapor" the target length was 5.3 + 0.7 cm, based
on the geometry of the target. 7he effective
length and associated uncertainty are the result
of considering two extreme choices which we ex-
pect to bracket the actual effective length by an
ample margin. The maximum possible effective
length would result if no cesium could stick to
the walls of the 2.5-cm-long transition region
between the 3.8-cm-long hot zone in the center and
the cold zone at each end of the target. This
nonphysical extreme would result in conditions
resembling a gas cell which, for molecular flow,
is closely approximated by a uniform density
gradient from the hot zone to the cold zone. (We
assume nearly 100%%uq sticking of the cesium vapor to
the walls of the cold zone. ) Thus the maximum
effective path length at the density of the center
section is 6.3cm. The minimum length model
assumes that the density along the transition re-
gion is determined solely by the wall temperature.
We also assume a uniform temperature gradient
in this region. The integral of the density over this
path length (Eq. 3) yields an effective minimum
length at the density of the center section of 4.2
cm. The cited effective length is the average of
these two extremes and the uncertainty is taken
to be 70% of the maximum variation. We checked
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TABI,E III. Equilibrium yields F+, Fp, and F, for D in cesium-, rubidium-, and sodium-vapor targets, and cross
sections, ~p and o' p, for D and D in cesium vapor.

Cesium
D energy F" Fp

(keV) (%) (%)

Rubidium
Fp F+F+

(%) (%) (%) (%)

Sodium
F Fp
(%) (%) (%)

0'p

Cesium
0'

p

(10-~6 cm~)

0.3

0 4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.75

0.8

33.9 66.1
+2.6 +2.6

33.8 66.2
+1.4 +1.4

32.3 67.7
+1.3 +1.3

32.3 67.7
+1.4 ~1.4

30.2 69.8
+1.3 +1.4

27.7 72.3
+1.9 ~1.9

26.3 73.7
+1 ~ 7 +1.7

26.0 74.0
+1.6 +1.6

26.7 73.7
+1.8 +1.8

27.3 72.7 &0.06
~1.7 ~1.7

3.3 96.7
+0.7 +0.3

4.5 95.5
+0.5 +0.5

5.5 94.5
+0.5 +0.5

7.0 93.0 0.05
+0.7 +0.7 +0.01

8.7 91.3
+0.7 ~0.7

9.2 90.7 0.06
~0.7 ~0.7 ~0.01

1.0

1.4

26.1 73.9
+1.4 +1.4

24.3 75.6 &0.08 10.1 89.8 0.09
+1.5 ~1.5 +0.5 ~0.5 +0.02

9.6 90 ' 3
+0.6 +0.6

1.5

1.6

19~ 8
+0.7

80.1 &0.2
+0.8

20.9 79.0 0.12
+1.2 +1.2 +0.012

-0.020

9.9 90.0
+0.6 +0.6

2.0

2.5

2.6

15.8 84.1 &0.25 18.2 81.6 0.20 10.4 89.4 0.20
+0.7 +0.8 +1.1 +1.1 +0.03 +0.5 +0.4 +0.04

12 8 869 030 147 850 029
+0.4 +0.4 +0.05 +0.7 +0.7 ~0.03

10~ 6 89.1
+0.5 +0.6

3.7(+0.2, +0.9) 23(+1,~6)

3.0

4.0

10~ 9 88.6 0.51 14.2 85.4 0.41
+0.5 +0.6 +0.08 +0.7 +0.8 +0.04

10.6 89.1
+0.5 +0.6

10.4 89.3
+0.5 +0.6

5.0

5.5

6.0

7.0

7.5

8.0

6.46 92.6
+0.20 +0.3

5.94 93.2
+0.40 +0.5

4.12 94.4
+0.45 +0.6

0.89 8.24 90.9 0.86
+0.08 +0.36 +0.4 +0.06

0.87
+0.12

1.44 4.67 93.8 1.52
+0.16 +0.20 +0.3 +0.08

10.0 89.6 0.35
+0.5 ~0.6 +0.07

9.5 90.1 0.37
+0.6 +0.7 +0.07

8.8 90.8 0.44
+0.4 *0.5 ~0.08

8.3 91.2 0.46
+0.4 +0.5 +0.07

1.8(+0.1,+0.5)

30(+1,+8)

31(+1,*8)
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TABLE III. (Continued)

D energy F
(keV) (%)

Cesium
Fp F+
(%) (%) (%)

Rubidium
Fp
(%)

Sodium
F F F
(%) (%) (%)

Cesium
0'p

(10 «cm')
C7

p

(10-«cm2)

9.0

10.0 2.65 95.0 2.39
+0.08 +0.2 +0.08

7.8 91.6 0.61
+0.4 +0.5 +0.09

7.2 92.1 0.71 0.94(+0.04, +0.24) 37(+2, +9)
+0.5 +0.6 +0.10

Relative and absolute uncertainties are shown, respectively.

our target length by measuring o~ for 5-keV D'
in cesium vapor, obtaining a cross section of
8.5x10 "cm', which compares well with the re-
sult of Meyer and Anderson. " All of these sources
of error add an independent 25 percent uncertainty
to the absolute cross-section results. Both rela-
tive and absolute cross-section uncertainties are
shown in Fig. 16 and in Table III.

HI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Equilibrium yields: Results

Equilibrium-yield results F+, F,", and F" are
shown in Table III for deuterium beams which
emerge from thick targets of cesium, rubidium,
and sodium vapors. The positive and negative
equilibrium yields are shown graphically in Figs.
10-12. Notable are the high negative-ion yields
for cesium and rubidium at energies less than 1
keV deuterium energy, which are as large as 34
percent for cesium at 300 eV. The D yield in
sodium vapor has an interesting feature between
1 and 2 keV. This short flat spot suggests that
the electron-capture mechanism may change at
1-2 keV.

The results are compared, together with those
for deuterium in magnesium" and strontium"
vapors, in Fig. 13. The negative-ion yields in
cesium and rubidium appear quite similar, which
probably results from the near equality of the
binding energy of the outer electron on each,
3.89 eV for cesium and 4.18 eV for rubidium. The
yield in sodium is interesting in that it exceeds
the yields of cesium and rubidium at energies
greater than 4 keV.

We made a few measurements using D,' and D,'
as projectiles incident on cesium- and sodium-va-
por targets, to check whether D,' or D', might give
a greater D yield per deuteron at thinner targets
than at equilibrium. We discovered no enhance-
ment. F" per deuteron is the same for D+, D, D'„
and D,' projectiles at the same energy per deuter-
on. The target thickness required to dissociate
D', or D,' and to reach charge-state equilibrium

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

20-

IO—

I

0.2
I I I I I I I I I ! I

0.5 I 2 5 10

D energy (keV)

20

FIG. 13. Equilibrium yield, F, for D in cesium-,
sodium-, rubidium-, {Ref. 58) magnesium-, and (Ref.
59) strontium-vapor targets.

was an order of magnitude greater than for D+ or
D incident, "for both cesium- and sodium-vapor
targets.

Previously reported results for F" in cesium"
are compared with our results in Fig. 14(a). A
related quantity II'PI is shown in Fig. 14 (b) and is
also compared with our results. g'I" is the peak
negative-ion yield as compared with the incident
flux; it is necessarily, geometry dependent. The
same comparisons are made in Figs. 15(a) and
15 (b) for the sodium-vapor results. Figure 11
compares our F" results with those of Girnius
et al. ' for rubidium. The most noticable point
in the comparisons is that the more different sets
of results there are, the greater and more numer-
ous are the discrepancies; the worst case is for
cesium-vapor targets, while in rubidium vapor the
two experiments agree to within their stated un-
certainties. The other notable point is that g'I"
measurements particularly in sodium are not
generally lower than F measurements, as one
would expect.
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FIG. 15. EquQ&rzum yield, F (a), and optimum
negative-ion conversion efficiency, q'r~ (b), for D in

sodium vapor. Heavy line labeled SSS (present I'" re-
sults), N (Nagata, Refs. 27 and 28), AHA (Anderson

et al, Ref. 34), ADP (Agafanov et al. , Ref. 30), GSKM

(GrQebler et al. , Refs. 16 and 17), DZP (D'yachkov et
al. , Ref. 32), and DR (Dimov and Roslyakov, Ref. 33;
+ and 0 indicate incident D' and D ). Typical uncer-
tainties are shown.

i i»il I

0.2 0.5 I 2

(b) D energy (keV)

5 IO 20

FIG. 14. EquQibrium yield, I' " (a), and optimum

negative-ion conversion efficiency, vP~ (b), for D in

cesium vapor. Heavy line labeled SSS (present I "re-
sults), M (Meyer, Ref. 29), GAS (Girnius et al. , Ref.
23), SBLAH (Schlachter et al. , Ref. 18), N (Nagata,
Refs. 27 and 28), MA (Meyer and Anderson, (Ref. 20),
CABR (Cisneros et al. , Ref. 21), KK (Khirnyi and

Kochemasova, Ref. 19), ADP76 (Agafonov et al. , Ref.
22), ADP80 (Agafonov et al. , Ref. 30), GSKM (Grue-
bler et al. , Refs. 16 and 17), and BCW (Bohlen et al. ,
Ref. 15). Typical uncertainties are shown.

B. Equilibrium yields: Discussion

A common difficulty encountered when measur-
ing equilibrium yields at low energy is the neces-
sity of 'measuring the neutral-atom flux. Many
authors employ a secondary-electron-emission
detector ' for this purpose. Calibration of the
detector can be difficult since it requires a
known flux of neutral atoms at the appropriate
energy. To overcome this difficulty, some ex-
periments invoke previous measurements" which
show a constant ratio between secondary-electron

emission due to incident D+ as compared to D'.
Whether this assumption is justified or not, a
further complication arises as the emitting sur-
face becomes contaminated with the target ma-
terial, which changes the secondary-electron-
emission coefficient" during the course of an
experiment. With these difficulties in mind, it
is not surprising to see large differences in the
results, especially at lower energies where it is
difficult to obtain an independently calibrated
neutral beam. This is perhaps the reason for so
many g'I" measurements since, in these cases, it
is not necessary to measure the neutral-atom
flux.

Another difficulty which may arise is failure to
achieve sufficient target thickness for equilibrium.
This could result from loss of signals due to beam
attenuation, or to unwillingness to increase target
thickness to avoid excessive loss of target ma-
terial from the oven. Finally, we address the
possibility that differences might be accounted
for by physical effects: target excitation, beam
excitation, or polymerization within the target.

Target excitation. Excitation of the cesium
valence electron to the 6p state could enhance
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electron capture, i.e. , we would expect the rela-
tion (at low energy)

o(DO+ C s (6p) - D + ' ' ' ) & o(D +C s (6s)- D + ' ' ' )

to be true because of the reduced ionization po-
tential of the 6p state. Cs(6p) decays rapidly
by electric-dipole radiation to Cs(6s}. However,
because of radiation trapping, a population of
Cs(6p) sufficient to affect the measurements
might result. Pradel et al."measured cesium
density by absorption of the 8521 A line; we esti-
mate that the Cs(6p) population is less than 1
part in 10 at a density of 10"cm ', which would
be far too small to have any effect. That we ob-
tained the same values of I,."for a wide range of
beam intensities confirms this conclusion. We
would expect the other targets to behave similarly.

Beam Excitation. A large population of D in
excited states might be expected to reduce the D

yield, since D exists only as D (1s'). However
the. data of Pradel et al."and Schlachter et gl."
indicate that for 1-keV D' in cesium vapor, the
fraction of metastable D(2s) in the beam for v-1
x10"cm ' is too small to have any effect. The
D(2p) state must also be depopulated, since the
depopulation of the 2s state is principally through
collisional mixing of the 2s and 2p states followed
by radiative decay of D(2p} to D(ls) (-10 ' sec}.
Again, we would expect other targets to behave
in a similar manner.

Polymers. There is some evidence that the D
yield from passage of a beam through a solid
gives an enhanced D yield relative to passage
through a vapor of the same metal. " Polymers
in the target might produce a similar effect.
However, under the conditions encountered in the
present experiment, the cesium or rubidium
polymer fraction is less than 1 percent, ' while
in sodium, "it does not exceed 3 percent. This
is too small to affect the results.

C. Cross sections

Results for the cross sections ao and o 0
for D' and D in cesium vapor at 2.5 to 10 keV
are shown in Fig. 16 along with other experimental
and theoretical results. We have multiplied the
results of Leslie et al."by a factor of 2.0 to take
into account more recent g~ measurements than
those to which they normalized; this also brings
their results into better agreement with the higher
energy absolute measurements of Girnius et al. '
Our results for g 0 are in fair agreement with
the renormalized results of Leslie et al.

Our (Tp measurements are consistent with those
of Schlachter et al. ' and those of Nagata, "given
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/

/
/

o

JR2—
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I5l6
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I I I I II
0.2 0.5 I

I I I I IIIII
2 5 IO 20

the large uncertainties in all three measurements.
The results of Cisneros eI; al."are considerably
lower than ours.

There have been several recent calculations of

o~ for D' in cesium vapor with which experimen-
tal results can be compared. These calculations
are also shown in Fig. 16. Hiskes et al."made
a two-state perturbed-stationary-state calculation
with straight-line trajectories using adiabatic po-
tentials derived from pseudopotential calculations;
they used coupling-matrix elements obtained from
ab initio calculations of Olson, Shipsey, and
Browne. " Janev and Radulovic" used an improved
multichannel Landau-Zener method based on work
by Ovchinnikova; they used simple diabatic poten-
tials and coupling-matrix elements computed
using Janev's asymptotic approximation. Qlson"
has recently performed a quantum-mechanical
calculation using diabatic potential. s which, when
diagonalized with coupling-matrix elements, re-
produced the RKR (Rydberg Klein R-ees} s-pectro-
scopic values. Higher-lying states were added

D energy (keV)

FIG. 16. Cross sections oo and o 0 for deuterium in
cesium vapor. The open circles are the present results;
the symbol size represents relative uncertainty, the
error bar represents absolute uncertainty. The results
of other experiments, as well as typical absolute uncer-
tainties, are shown: &, Leslie et al. , Ref. 35 (renor-
malized); v, Nagata, Ref. 39; o, Schlachter et al. , Ref.
18; C, Cisneros et al. , Ref. 21; Olson and Liu's cal-
culation (Ref. 41) for o 0 is shown as a dashed line (OL).
The three calculations of oo are shown as dotted lines:
HKWS (Hiskes et al. , Ref. 37), JR (Janev and Radulovic,
Ref. 38), and 0 (Olson, Ref. 40).
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ments with cross-section measurements. This
ratio depends only upon relative uncertainties in
the measurements, which are much smaller than
the absolute uncertainties. In Fig. 17 we show
this comparison using our measured cross sec-
tions" and the theoretical cross sections of Ql-
son, and Qlson and Liu. It is gratifying to
note the good agreement between results ob-
tained by entirely different methods.
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(6}

to compare our direct equilibrium-yield measure-
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FIG. 17. E calculated from the cross sections for
deuterium in cesium, compared with experiment. Solid
line, present experimental results; dashed line, F"
calculated from Olson and Liu's theoretical cross sec-
tions. Triangles, E" calculated from our experimental
cross sections.
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APPENDIX: EQUILIBRIUM YIELD
AND CONVERSION EFFICIENCY

F, (w) =f, (w)igz, (w), .

where I;(w) is the intensity of the component in
charge state i. Hence

QF, (w) = 1.

(A1)

(A2}

We define the equilibrium fraction in charge state

(A3)FP = iim F( (w) .

In practice, there exists some value of m = w, &~
such that F, (w, ) is the same as F. ,

"within measur-
ability.

Let F,. (w) represent the fraction of the beam in
charge state i at the exit of a target of line density
w. Then
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A quantity related to F,"(w) is q, (w), where

g, (w) = I, (w)IIO (A4)

& F,", then

q,.(P) & qP' & F, (P) . (A7)

and I, is the intensity of the beam incident on
the target. Owing to scattering losses in the tar-
get,

If, however, there is no such value of P, then

goP& ~ F (A8)

(A5)lim q, (w) =0.

Assume that g, and F, are measured using the
same geometry. Then, for some value of e& m„

q,. (w) always exhibits a maximum, g,'P', and

(A8}q, (w)& F, (n) .

If there exists some value P of w such that F, (P)

If there is no geometry such that P exists, then
the relationship (A8) is correct for any geometry,
and g,

'P' should be less than g,", independent of the
geometry used. We believe that this is the case
for D formation for D', D, or D in a cesium-,
rubidium-, or sodium- vapor target, for the
energy range considered in the present article.
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